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Heat conduction and convection are coupled effects in thermal transport of low-dimensional materials especially at micro/nanoscale. However, the parallel measurement is a challenge due to the limitation of characterization pathways. In this work, we report a method to study conductive and
convective thermal transport of micro/nanowires simultaneously by using steady-state Joule-heating and Raman mapping. To examine this method, the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) fiber (36 lm in diameter) is characterized and its temperature dependence of thermal properties including thermal
conductivity and convection coefficient in ambient air is studied. Preliminary results show that
thermal conductivity of the CNTs fiber increases from 26 W/m K to 34 W/m K and convection coefficient decreases from 1143 W/m2 K to 1039 W/m2 K with temperature ranging from 312 to 444 K.
The convective heat dissipation to the air could be as high as 60% of the total Joule heating power.
Uncertainty analysis is performed to reveal that fitting errors can be further reduced by increasing
sampling points along the fiber. This method features a fast/convenient way for parallel measurement of both heat conduction and convection of micro/nanowires which is beneficial to comprehensively understanding the coupled effect of micro/nanoscale heat conduction and convection.
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4923189]
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Thermal transport in one-dimensional (1-D) structures
has been studied extensively in the past two decades. The
topics range from the fundamental understanding of thermophysical property1 to the energy conversion applications,
such as solar cell,2 nanolaser,3 and thermoelectric generator.4,5 There are a few methods available for measuring heat
conduction of wires, e.g., the 3x method,6,7 the transient
electrothermal technique (TET),8,9 and the microfabricated
device method.10 As an optical method, Raman spectroscopy
has been widely used in the thermal characterization of lowdimensional materials, such as carbon nanotube (CNT), graphene, and other nanomaterials.11–16 Yue et al. developed a
steady-state method based on Raman spectroscopy for onedimensional thermal characterization, namely, the steadystate electro-Raman-thermal (SERT) technique.17 In this
technique, the middle point temperature of the sample is
monitored by Raman spectrum when the sample is heated by
different steady-state currents. Thermal conductivity can be
obtained from the linear relationship between Joule heating
and the middle point temperature of the sample. The SERT
technique has been applied to the thermal characterization of
CNTs bundles and buckypapers.17–19
Among these methods as described above, a high vacuum
environment is usually demanded to solely study heat conduction of the material. The extreme vacuum condition and difficulty in operating sample stages in a closed space drive us to
develop a technique being capable of measuring samples in
the air, that is, the heat convection effect is involved and
needed to be considered accordingly. From the other point of
view, the convection effect at micro/nanoscale is also important but was usually ignored in heat transfer analysis.
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Moreover, there is rare scenario for one-dimensional materials
working in vacuum condition. For example, the CNTs-based
materials used as thermoelectric devices,20 thermal interface
materials,21 solar cells,22 etc., are expected to work under ambient environment. Therefore, a comprehensive study of heat
dissipation involving both heat conduction and convection is
of great importance. In this paper, we report a method based
on Raman thermometry to map temperature profile along the
axial direction of the sample when it is heated by current.
Different from SERT technique that only mid-point temperature is measured, this method records the temperature of several points which makes it possible to comprehensively
analyze the convection heat dissipation to the air while studying the conduction along the sample. The heat conduction
model considering convection effect is developed and the solution can be used in this parallel measurement of thermal
conductivity and convection coefficient. Similar with SERT
technique in Joule heating and Raman thermometry, this
method also features steady-state, non-contact, and nondestructive measurement.
In the measurement, the wire suspended between two
electrodes is heated by different constant currents. The sample
ends remain at room temperature since electrodes have large
heat capacity and high thermal conductivity. The heat mainly
dissipates into the electrode through conduction and the air
through convective heat transfer, which can be expressed
mathematically as d 2 T=dx2 þ ðQ  Qair Þ=kAL ¼ 0, where T
represents temperature, x the distance from the middle point,
Q the Joule-heating power, k the thermal conductivity, A
the cross-sectional area, and L the length of the sample.
The term Qair stands for the convective heat transfer:
Qair ¼ hLSðT  T0 Þ, where h is convection coefficient, S is
wire perimeter, and T0 is room temperature. Combined with
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FIG. 1. (a) The schematic of steadystate
Joule-heating-Raman-mapping
technique for parallel characterization
of thermal conductivity of CNTs fiber
and heat convection coefficient. (b)
The Raman spectrum of CNTs fiber at
room temperature. (c) The linear fitting
of the 2D peak positions with respect
to temperature. (d) SEM images of the
CNTs fiber, showing the side view of a
perfect CNTs fiber; and the inset image
displays the damaged surface at high
magnification and the single carbon
nanotube can be observed.

boundary conditions, the steady-state temperature distribution
is solved as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ !
Q
e hS=kAx þ e hS=kAx
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
þ T0 : (1)
T ð xÞ ¼
1  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hLS
e hS=kAL=2 þ e hS=kAL=2
Figure 1(a) illustrates the schematic of experiment setup. In
the experiment, the CNTs fiber is suspended between two
aluminum electrodes. The ends of the sample are connected
to the electrodes by highly conductive silver paste to minimize the electrical/thermal contact resistance. A current
source (KEITHLEY 6220) is connected to the electrodes to
supply constant currents to the fiber. Five points along the
fiber (x ¼ 0, L/10, 2L/10, 3L/10, 4L/10) are chosen to measure its local temperature under different Joule-heating
power from 25 mW to 97 mW. The local temperature is
probed by noncontact Raman thermometry. Raman spectra
along CNTs fiber are measured using LabRam HR confocal
spectrometer (HORIBA Jobin Yvon Inc.), equipped with
output laser energy less than 2.5 mW. Compared with the
Joule heating power from 25 mW to 97 mW applied on the
sample in the measurement, the amount of laser energy is
negligible. Considering that there is reflection and scattering
of the laser, the portion of laser energy absorption is even
less. The exposure time is set as 15 s, the Raman shifts resolution is 0.89 cm1, and the objective lens used in the measurement is 50. A calibration experiment is conducted
beforehand to get the linear relationship between Raman
shift and temperature. The Raman spectrum is fitted with
Lorentz function as shown in Fig. 1(b), and the slope of the
2D peak to the temperature is obtained as 0.050 cm1/K as
shown in Fig. 1(c).
The CNTs fiber sample used in this work is from
Nanjing JCNANO Company. The strength and modulus of
the sample are 300–500 MPa and 50–100 GPa, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 1(b), three peaks can be identified in the
spectrum from 0 to 3000 cm1: the D-band  1350 cm1, the
G-band  1580 cm1, and the 2D-band  2700 cm1. The
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the CNTs
fiber as shown in Fig. 1(d) display the morphology and the
hierarchic structure from the single inner tube to the whole
fiber. The high ratio of the length (3.0 mm) to the diameter
(36 lm) ensures one-dimensional thermal model applicable.
Figure 2 illustrates the temperature distribution along the
fiber measured under different currents. By fitting the temperature profile using Eq. (1), the thermal conductivity of CNTs
fiber is obtained with values from 26 W/m K to 34 W/m K for
temperature ranging from 335 K to 468 K as shown in Fig. 3.
This temperature-dependence effect cannot be explained by
the phonon-phonon scattering (Umklapp) mechanism of crystalline materials. Since this CNTs fiber can be regarded as the

FIG. 2. The measured temperature rise at the points of x ¼ 0 mm, 0.3 mm,
0.6 mm, 0.9 mm, 1.2 mm under different heating power and the fitting curves
using Eq. (1). The marked temperature is the average temperature along the
sample. The uncertainty of the value of k and h is analyzed by drawing theoretical curves with 95% h, 85% k, 85% h, and 60% k.
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FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of the CNTs
fiber, compared with the results in Ref. 23 as shown in the inset figure. The
matrix becomes melted during the heating process. The volume of the CNTs
fiber becomes larger because of the thermal expansion which might lead to
the reduction in density. The sample surface turns to be smoother and thermal contact of CNT-CNT becomes better due to the melting of the organic
matrix.

nanostructured composites (with organic matrix and lots of
contacts), it is the inner structure and the matrix that determine its thermal property. When the temperature is increased,
the solid phase of the matrix gradually turns to the liquid
phase as illustrated in Fig. 3, which can improve the CNTCNT thermal contact by additive adhesion force. The reduction in thermal contact resistance of CNT-CNTs leads to the
increased thermal conductivity of CNTs fiber. The positive
trend of thermal conductivity with respect to temperature was
encountered in our previous measurement23 as shown in the
inset in Fig. 3. The previously reported thermal conductivity
increased from 40 W/m K to 100 W/m K with temperature
from 366 K to 526 K. The difference in thermal conductivity
values between these two works stems from the difference in
structure of the samples: the samples in previous work possess
higher modulus of 600–800 MPa, suggesting better alignment
and less defects.23
The TET thermal characterization is performed in vacuum condition for further structural analysis. The welldeveloped TET technique enables the accurate measurement
of another important parameter: the thermal diffusivity
a ¼ k=qcp , which is equivalent to the ratio of thermal conductivity to the product of density and mass specific heat.
More details and principle about the TET technique can be
found in Refs. 8 and 23. The fitted thermal diffusivity is provided in Fig. 4(a), increasing from 1.51  105 to
3.12  105 m2/s and from 312 K to 444 K. Taking the mass
heat specific of graphite (709 J/kg K)24 for a rough estimation, the mass density at different temperatures is plotted in
Fig. 4(b). It shows that the mass density of the sample
decreases from 2133 kg/m3 to 1518 kg/m3 with temperature
from 335 K to 468 K. This value is lower than that of graphite (2100–2300 kg/m3), and the decreased trend might stem
from the melting of the glue matrix and the loose alignment
of CNTS at high temperatures.
The convective heat transfer is of same importance as
heat conduction for the heat dissipation of materials.
However, for a long time, the study/characterization of h

FIG. 4. (a) The fitted thermal diffusivity of our sample and its change with
temperature from the TET experiment. (b) The density of the sample at different temperatures estimated from the measured thermal conductivity from
Raman mapping experiment and thermal diffusivity from TET experiment.

(especially at micro/nanoscale) is challenging due to the
complicated convective mechanism and the lack of measurement pathway for parallel characterization of heat conduction (k) and convection (h). Here, both k and h of micro/
nanowires can be extracted from one fitting, which makes it
possible for comprehensively understanding the coupled
effect of convective and conductive heat transfer. As demonstrated in Fig. 5, the convection coefficient decreases from
1143 W/m2 K to 1039 W/m2 K monotonously for temperature
from 335 K to 468 K. Heat convection coefficients measured
here are larger than the normal values for large space
(0–10 W/m2 K for natural convection). It is because the heat
convection behaves more like conduction effect at micro/

FIG. 5. The temperature dependence of convection coefficient for the fiber
in the air, in comparison with the referenced experimental and simulated
data previously reported for copper microwire.28
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TABLE I. Effects of intrinsic temperature and diameter of fiber on its convection coefficient.
Temperature (K)
335
383
426
468

Density (kg/m3)

Diameter (lm)

h change caused by T (W/m2 K)

h change caused by D (W/m2 K)

Total change (W/m2 K)

2134
1680
1620
1518

36.6
41.2
42.0
43.3

63
134
199
261

2
18
21
26

61
116
178
235

nanoscale due to the limitation of energy exchange between
sample and air molecules. The empirical
equation for
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
microscale space h ¼ ð2:68 þ 0:11= DÞ2 for 10 lm < D
< 10m,25 which has been widely adopted to analyze the
thermal management problems involving microscale heat
convection,26,27 gives a value of 274 W/m2 K. Considering
that the surface microstructure of the sample can greatly
improve the total surface area, our result of 1100 W/m2 K
is comparable with the predicted value. Similar results
have been obtained in previous studies: the convection coefficient was measured as 400–500 W/m2 K for copper microwire (39.9 lm)28 and 400 W/m2 K for platinum microwire
(32.6 lm).29 The ultrahigh value of h indicates the nonnegligible energy dissipation through heat convection, which
can actually be estimated according to the mapped temperature profile and the fitted h. For example, when the heating
power is
Ð 97 mW, the heat convection can be calculated as
Qair ¼ pDhðT  T0 Þdx ¼ 59:4 mW, which is about 60% of
the total energy.
The temperature dependence of h comes from two factors: one is the direct temperature effect, reflecting the physical property change of the air and fiber, e.g., thermal
diffusivity and viscosity of air; and the other one is the indirect temperature factor, i.e., thermal expansion effect and matrix melting during the heating, which change the inner
microstructure. The direct temperature and diameter dependence of convection coefficient for metal microwires have been
studied by Guan et al.28 Using their experimental and theoretical data, the relationship between diameter and h can be
approximately linearly fitted as h ¼ 3.55  106D þ 575.32,
where D is diameter, and the relationship between temperature
and h can be fitted as h ¼ 1.496 T  12.237, T is the absolute
temperature. The direct effects of temperature and diameter
change on the heat convection coefficient are listed in Table1= I.
2
The diameters are calculated based on D=D0 ¼ ðq0 =qÞ ,
where the initial diameter is 36 lm and the initial density of
the fiber is assumed as 2200 kg/m3 (graphite). The power factor 1/2 is from the assumption that the length remains
unchanged. It can be found in Table I that although the diameter gives the negative temperature dependence, the temperature can give positive effect. Slightly negative temperature
dependence of convection coefficient in our work is different
with the result of Guan et al., which is caused by the composites of our CNTs fiber. Compared with copper wire, the structure of CNTs fiber is much more complex. As shown in
Fig. 3, the solid matrix becomes melted at high temperatures
and the liquid matrix can wet the individual carbon nanotubes.
Some of the grooves on the surface will be filled with the liquid matrix, leading to a smoother surface. The convection
coefficient (effective) decreases when the specific surface area
is reduced. Therefore, it might not be the direct effect of the

temperature but the inner structural change of CNTs fiber that
leads to the negative temperature dependence of the convection coefficient. Further effort will be devoted to exploring the
mechanism of this phenomenon.
The uncertainty of experimental results (k and h) is
introduced mainly in the fitting process by using Eq.P(1).
x
ex ﬃ¼ 2 þ 2 1
Based on Taylor’s expansion
i¼1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃof epþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2i
x =ð2iÞ! and the term
hS=kAx  hS=kAL=2 < 3, the
terms higher than second order can be approximately
neglected. The fitting equation can be simplified as
!
Q
1 þ hSx2 =2kA
þ T0 :
1
(2)
T ð xÞ ¼
hLS
1 þ hSL2 =8kA
The convection coefficient (h) and thermal conductivity (k)
can be written as
h¼
k¼

Q
4Qx2
2kD
 3
 2 ;
pLDðT  T0 Þ pL DðT  T0 Þ
L

(3)

QL
2Qx2
hL2


:
2
 T0 Þ pLD ðT  T0 Þ 2D

(4)

2pD2 ðT

As seen from these equations, the uncertainty is mainly from
the heating power (Q), diameter (d) and length of the fiber
(L), temperature rise (T), and position of the measurement
points (x). In the experiment, the applied current is stable. As
to the fiber length and the measurement positions, the spatial
resolution is as high as 10 lm and the multi-points fitting
would further eliminate the uncertainty. Thus, the diameter
and the resolution of Raman thermometry introduce the most
measurement uncertainties. The resolution of Raman shift is
0.89 cm1, and the Lorentz fitting can reduce the uncertainty
to 0.3 cm1 within the confidence interval of 95%, which
means the uncertainty of Raman thermometry is 6 K. From
the SEM images of our sample, we observed the diameter
ranging from 33 lm to 38 lm. In the measurement, the
uncertainty of diameter should be much less than 3 lm since
the value involved in the calculation is an averaged value
through the whole sample length, say, 1 lm. The uncertainty
of h and k can be evaluated according to the following equations: Dh ¼ jð@h=@TÞ  DTj þ jð@h=@DÞ  DDj, Dk ¼ jð@k=@TÞ
DTj þ jð@k=@DÞ  DDj. The data with the average temperature of 426 K are chosen for the uncertainty analysis as an
example. Applying conditions: heating power 75 mW, sample length 3 mm, average diameter 36 lm, the distance of the
local temperature 0.3 mm, local temperature rise 179 K, the
fitted h and k: 1066 W/m2 K and 31 W/m K, and the uncertainties are calculated as 69 W/m2 K for h and 8.5 W/m K for
k. Besides, these uncertainties are from the calculation by
using the data of one point. In this measurement, the thermal
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property parameters are fitted by using the local temperature
of five points, thus the uncertainty can be reduced to 31 W/
m2 K and 3.8 W/m K. It can be further reduced by taking
account of more points.
In summary, the parallel measurement of conductive
and convective thermal transport is accomplished in this
work upon CNTs fiber. A method is established to simultaneously characterize thermal conductivity and convection coefficient of micro/nanowires by using Raman mapping along
the axial of the sample. By fitting experimental data with the
physical model developed in this work, the thermal conductivity and convection coefficient are measured, respectively,
as 26 W/m K to 34 W/m K and 1143 W/m2 K to 1039 W/m2 K
with temperature from 335 K to 468 K. The defects and the
CNTs interface are responsible for the low thermal conductivity. And the super high specific surface area caused by the
tremendous grooves on the surface leads to the high convection coefficient. Besides, the positive temperature dependence of thermal conductivity and the negative temperature
dependence of convection coefficient is observed.
Preliminary analysis is conducted and this phenomenon is
attributed to the possible structural change in the CNTs fiber
during the heating experiment.
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